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On April 8, 1990, a group of science educators, researchers,
sociologists, teachers, administrators, curriculum specialists, and
policy makers convened to discuss the need to establish a research
agenda focusing upon the critical issues of science curriculum reform.
The meeting, held at the Atlanta Hilton and Towers, was sponsored by
the National Association for Research in Science Teaching and
funded by the National Science Foundation.

The meeting was stimulated by the plethora of reports calling
for the reform of science education. It is widely recognized that the
schooling process is not empowering students with the reasoning,
thinldng, and problem solving skills requisite for full and critical
participation in a global society. The emerging consensus is that
science curriculum refotm must be oriented clearly and effectively
toward students' present and future human needs.

The meeting was premised on two assumptions: a) curriculum
reform ought to be based on research, and b) curriculum reform ought
to be evaluated by research. The meeting's objectives were:

to discuss the key research issues related to science
curriculum reform, and

* to generate a research specifications document to both
inform the process and gauge the impact of reform
initiatives in science education.

The meeting participants were chosen from a wide range of
educational and research communities to ensure a broad base of
discussion. Many of the participants had not met each other previously
and few had collaborated professionally. Initially, several participants
expressed reservations about how they might be able to contribute to
the shared discourse regarding research and reform in the context of
science education. Indeed, owing to their varied backgrounds. a
unique dialogue transpired.

Each conference participant was asked to prepare a précis
identifying critical issues or questions associated with science
curriculum reform. The collection of précis were mailed to all
participants prior to the meeting. It was apparent from the précis and
the ensuing conference dialogue that the process of curriculum
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reform, like the process of education, is embedded within myriad
cultures each with its unique needs and concerns (e.g., the
classroom, school, community, local and state government, and
society-at-large). Thus, a research agenda must embrace questions
about the influence of policy, values, beliefs, and commitments at
each level. It must also address questions about the interactions
among these levels. Moreover, research on science curriculum
reform must become enculturated into the overall process of school
restructuring and curricular reform.

The Atlanta Meeting was comprised of a series of large group
and concurrent small group meetings. Ronald D. Anderson, Betsy J.
Becker, Carolyn M. Evertson, and John R. Stayer graciously agreed
to serve as small group leaders. Following the Atlanta Meeting, each
of the leaders prepared a report summarizing the group's activities,
as well as the conference deliberations around four emergentthemes
that were introduced and revisited during the day's deliberations
(e.g., policy perspectives and curriculum implementation, curriculum
and instruction/teaching and learning, cultural factors influencing
reform, evaluation and assessment, respectively).

The conference report:

* synthesizes discussions on the nature of the curriculum,

* identifies the forces and factors that influence
educational and curricular reform, and

* recommends issues and questions to investigate related
to curriculum reform in science education.

Each question raised by the participants, either in their precis or
during the conference deliberations, is incorporated into this report.
Questions raised by the conference participants appear in italics. We
envision that this report will aid school personnel, curriculum
developers, educational researchers, policy makers, publishers of
curricular materials, funding agencies, and others in their quest to
address the key issues of science curriculum reform.

In summary, we must engage in radical reform in science
education. The participants agreed that, over the next decade, such
reform must involve fundamental changes in course content, modes
of instruction, teacher education, and student assessment. The

We must engage in radical reform in
science education. Reform must involve
fimdamental changes in co urse content,
modes of instruction, teacher
education, and student assessment.
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restructuring of the process of schooling is necessary and timely.
Contrary to popular opinion, however, educational reform can not be
legislated. Moreover, science; curriculum reform and research
associated with the process of reform require synergistic interaction
among curriculum developers, scientists, researchers, teachers,
learners, community members, and school administrators. Each of
these groups must be concerned participants in order for such cultwal
reform to occur.

We are most grateful to the meeting participants. Each
member came ready to share ideas and to deliberate the issues of
primary concern to the fullest. We hope that this report is the first step
toward achieving the broader goals of the science curriculum reform
project.

James A. Shymansky
William C. Kyle, Jr.
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The Need for a Research Agenda

The purpose of this report is to synthesize the critical issues
and questions associated with science curriculum reform for the
purpose of establishing a research agenda. It is premised upon the
belief that science cuniculum reform ought to be based on research
and evaluated by research. We aspire to inform the process and
facilitate the assessment of reform initiatives. Ideally, a vision for
improving science teaching and learning will emerge.

Radical reform in science education is needed. A sound
theoretical framework must underpin the systemic inquiry of science
curriculum reform. We offer this report in the spirit of initiating such
a dialogue. We neither claim to have raised all of the issues or
questions imaginable, nor do we wish to restrict debate or inquiry.
This report, then, is not a prescription for research. Rather, we hope
to stimulate thought, reflection, and action on the nature, process,
issues, and questions of science curriculum reform.

"Establishing a Research Agenda" marks the beginning of an
intensive research project oriented toward sustainable reform in
science education. The ultimate goal of this long-term project is to
ensure that citizens develop the scientific and technological literacy
for self- and social-empowerment. We encourage international
communication, collaboration, and investigation on the critical issues
and questions of science curriculum reform.

Science, Technology, and Cultural Needs

Science is a means for constructing and improving
representations of the world. It should not be taken for granted that
increased knowledge of the world woul-: inevitably be useable.
Nevertheless, it is apparent that new scientific insights have the
potential to be readily and extensively applicable)

Technology is the body of knowlzdge used in fashioning
human invention, innovation, and the application of science.
Technology is a source of cultural transformation. It is a social process
achieving social ends, not an end in itself.'

Contemporary philosophers recognize that science is not just
a self-subsistent intellectual activity, but a powerful force shaping us
and the world. There is nothing politically neutral about these effects.

ii
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We can not isolate the scientific enterprise from the myriad other
practices by which we define ourselves. Thus, any inquiry into
modern science without centrally accounting for its technical
capabilities would appear to be, if not bizarre, at least a little odd.3

Science and technology, then, have significantly influenced
the course of history. Science and technology both shape and reflect
our cultural values, as well as our environment Our dailypatterns of
life and communication,our aspirations and our fears, how we see and
judge perceptual thresholds, and the goals we aim for have been
profoundly affected. Since science and technology are impinging
more and more upon our day-to-day living, assuring literacy in these
areas for today's youth must be a priority of educational reform.

Our world has been substantially reconstnicted in a very short
period of time. Much of this transformation has been stimulated by
a tremendous increase in knowledge discovery and dissemination, in
concert with an appreciable decrease in the span between knowledge
construction and application. In addition, technical innovations and
commonplace uses of technology have connibuted to a greater sense
of global interdependence.

The broader cultural significance of science, however, has
been given little attention. This should surprise science educators,
especially in light of the universalism generally ascribed to scientific
knowledge and practice.

Why has the broader cultural significance of
science virtually been ignored?

The totality of socially transmitted behavior patterns resulting from
advancements in science the culture of science is difficult to
define in a world composed of political, demographic, socio-cultural,
and economic diversity. Scientific knowledge and practices have not
equally benefined developing and developed nations. In fact, in
developed nations with a multiplicity of cultures, the dominant
culture has benefitted disproportionately. It should be apparent, then,
that sc:ientific knowledge and practices are not extended beyond the
laboratory by generalization to universal laws. Rather, scientific
knowledge and practices are extended by adaptation of locally situated
practices to new local contexts. Thus, scientific knowledge and
practices must be interpreted within specific social contexts.

Since science and technology are
impinging more and more upon our
day-io-day living, assuring literacy in
these areasfor today's youth must be a
priority of edurationcd reform.

Scienpfic knowledge and practices
must be interpreted within specific
social contexts.
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A reformed science curriculum ought to afford learners the

opportunity to investigate the practical, social, contextual, and political

dimensions of science. The following questions might guide such

inquiry:

How have the natural sciences changed us?

How can we understand and assess these changes?

What is the social and political impactof the extensive

application of scientific insights?

How and why have the growth and development of the
sciences contributed to the vast expansion of the
technological power at the disposal primarily of the
Western nations and their institutions?

How can science assist developing countries in ways
accessible to their resources, in harmony with
indigenous technologies, and/or appropriate to their

traditions?'

One of the most compelling truths of living is the process of
change. We have entered an exciting era a time when change will
be as unpredictable as it is inevitable. We are on the brink of a new

world order. The East-West ideological conflict that dominated
international affairs for more than a generation is over. A new agenda

must emerge to guide world affairs for the decades to come. It has
been suggested that the battle to save the planet ought to replace the
battle over ideology as the organizing theme. If efforts to reverse
environmental degradation dominate world affairs, thenenvironmental
sustainability will become the new order. This agenda would be more
ecological than ideological, more global than national, morecooperative
than competitive, and more farsighted than shortsighted.3 Regardless
of the ultimate theme and agenda, an understanding of the practical,
social, and political dimensions of science will enable the scientifically
literate citizen to participate in the framing of a new social order.

The reform of science education must address the needs of
science, technology, and culture. The reform of schools and teacher
education must be in harmony. A conception of our image of reform
must be grounded in answers to the follo wing questions:
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What will students need to know to be scientifically
literate?

What will teachers need to know to be able to redesign
their schools?

What are the values, images, customs, beliefs, and
practices associated with the teaching and learning of
a reformed science curriculwn?

In addition, a science education oriented toward self- and social-
empowerment ought to be concerned with the following issues:

How can the nature of science be used to Worm
instruction? By highlighting the contextual nature of
science, Will students be better able to mediate their
culture and everyday views with formal science
instruction? And, if so Will students become
informed enough to make and affect "real world"
scientific decisions as a result of their science
instruction?

What are the community values and beliefs regarding
science? How do the cultural milieu, linguistic
conventions, social contexts and activities differ
from formal science? How migh ttranslation.s among
them be achieved?

School jence ought to ensure that all students construct the
same outcomes for interpreting the world in a self-adjudicatingly
social way. Presently, students are offered different types of knowledge
by means of ability grouping and tracking. This leads to unttqual
learning opportunities and the creation of a scientific elite.
Disenfranchised students are effectively prohibited from participating
in the practical, social, and political dimensions of science. Their
access to higher levels of formal science and/or entry into science- and
technology-oriented careers is s%..verely restricted.

Scientific literacy for all should start to mean just that
literacy for all not just literacy for the subset of youth who happen
to be born into the dominant-group ideology.' In our efforts to reform
science education and to engage in research related to reform, we must
be mindful that, "all experience and knowledge are relative to various

4

School science ought to ensure that ah
students construct the same outcomes
for interpreting the world in a seq'-
adjudicatingly social way. Presently,
students are offered different types of
knowledge by means ofatrility grouping
and tracking. This leads to unequal
learning opportunities and the creation
of a scientific elite.
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contexts, whether physical, historical, cultural, or linguistic, and that

as the contexts change, sO do the perspectives onehas.'" We must use

our contextualized experience and knowledge to guide ethical

improvements in science education.

Sch,Loli31=_4eeds

Ironically, moderOcience and technology have transformed

the world in which we livmore so than how we think about the world.

There is no other segaient of our culture that lags behind "everyday
society" as much as the process of schooling. A nineteenth century
youth would feel much, more comfortable in our schools than in OUT

homes, industries, businesses, or cities.9 Moreover, while schools lag
behind everyday society, they often perpetuate the production of
knowledge in the context of social, economic, and political ideologies

of the dominant culture.9

Changes in society, science, and technology necessitate that

we question the purposes and traditions of schooling. We need to
reexamine the moral choice put before us as educators and citizens, a
choice that John Dewey suggested is the distinction between "education

as a function ofsociety" and "society as a function of education." In
the process of reexamining that choice, we need to ask:

Should schools serve and mproduce the existing society
or challenge the social order so as to develop and
advance its democratic responsibility?

Do we desire schools to create a passive, risk-free
citizenry, or a politicized citizenry capable of assuming
social responsibility, informed by a concern for equality,
social justice, and civic rigorr

If the ultimate goal of this reform project is to ensure that students
develop the scientific and technological literacy for self- and social-
empowerment, then the answer to each of the above questions should
be indisputable. Curriculum reform must address this issue. Research
must purposefully assess whether students have acquired the knowledge
and skills associated with citizenship and social responsibility.
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The purpose of school is not merely to help students achieve
academically, but to prepare students to lead fulfilling lives. The true
manifestation of successful schooling is not how well studentsperform
on in-school assessments. How citizens think, what they value, how
analytical and critical they can be, how they question and reflect
these are among the true measures of successful schooling. The most
valid measures of the effectiveness of today's school science
experiences might not be available for twenty years. For example,
"How creative, imaenative, and resourceful will citizens be in
resolving science - and technology-oriented community-based issues
that are unimaginable today?" Admittedly, information regardingthe
effectiveness of reform initiatives will be desired in the interim. We
encourage evaluators, however, to utilize a broader vision of
assessment than has traditionally accompanied curriculum reform
efforts. Rather than focusing upon the narrow and shortsighted
priorities of education, assessment should begin to focus upon issues
that really count.

While it is inevitable that the social milieu,the science, and the
technology of the 21st century will be vastly different from what they
are today, the challenge confronting science educators worldwide is,

How do we prepare all of today' s youthfor tomorrow' s
society?

We must begin to create a vision of hope, a vision that erables youth
to fulfill their dreams, rather than settle for the tarnish of reality.

Schooling can no longer function in isolation from the realities
of present-day living. Schooling must begin to transpire in the
context of the public spheres and lived experiences of learners. The
traditions of school practice, dating back several centuries, must be
questioned. Evidence is mounting that the archaic ritual of
"transmission and acquisition of knowledge" is not able to provide
students with the science and technology education requisite for
future human needs. A consensus has been reached that science
learning is more than information absorption; students must be
actively engaged in the process of learning so that they can apply their
observations, knowledge, and interpretations to the world around
them. The process of learning and teaching, then, must reflect the
dynamic, open-ended, aesthetic, and investigative dimensions of
science.

We encourage evaluawrs to utilize a
broader vision of assessment than has
traditionallyaccompanied curriculum
reform efforts. Rather than focusing
upon the narrow and shonsighted
priorities of education, assessment
should begin to focus upon issues that
really cour

A
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The key issue among scienceeducators is not, "Should science

education be reformed?" Rather, the issue is,

What ought a reformed science education ofter

learners and society?

Similarly, the debate is not whether fundamental concepts should be

taught or whether process skills are essential. The focus is upon,

Which fundamental concepts ought to be integrated
into the curriculum?

What does it mean for a student to understand
something scientifically?

How should science be taught and assessed?

What skills should students acquire to facilitate their
ability to function in society?

How can science education help students interpret
their everyday science experiences?

Science Education Needs

Addressing the critical issues of science cuniculum reform for

the purpose of establishing a research agenda necessitates an
understanding of the history of science education. Our history reveals

the social, cultural, political, and economic conditions under which
science education goals have been formulated and subsequently
changed." Our history offers insight and perspective to such questions

as:

Why does science education change?

How does science education change?

What changes in science education?

When does science education change? 12

17
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Presently, there exists widespread international recognition of
the need to reform science education. The euphoric notion of "getting
on with reform" is inspired by the desire to prepare citizens for the 21st
century, yet tempered by the recognition that the reform efforts of the
1960s failed to result in any lasting change. The educational
achievements of the 1960s clearly indicate that localized, short-term
improvements are possible.14 At the very least, this informs us that
change can occur and that reform is worth pursuing. More importantly,
it informs us that: a) true reform is much more difficult to achieve than
was thought previously; b) the process of schooling is affected by
social and political realities; and c) quick fixes to curriculum reform
are doomed to failure.

In the context of the emerging curriculum reform era, the
science education community must recognize, debate, and investigate
such critical issues as:

How does science education respond to the societal
demands of schooling?

Over a century ago, Herbert Spencer reminded educators that one of
the fundamental questions of schooling is, "What knowledge is of
most worth?"" Historically, conflicts have persisted over what
should be taught. This issue is as much an ideological and political one
as it is an educational one. Educational and curricular issues have
always been enmeshed in the history of class, race, gender, and
religious relations.16

A contemporary way of phrasing Spencer's question to
highlight the profoundly political nature of the educational debate
is, "Whose knowledge is of most worth?"17 Science educators have
largely ignored or failed to recognize the importance of this issue. For
example, how we respond to two distinct societal demands that
predominate the reform literature will, to some extent, determine
whose knowledge ought to be taught. That is,

Should science education ensure a scientifically-
and technologically-oriented work force versus
ensure sciennfic and technological literacy for all?
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Traditionally, the offering of different knowledge tracking to

accommodate the perceived needs of science-bound students has

created unequal structures with unequal outcomes. The differentiated

stnicture of schools throws upbarriers to achievement and participation
in science and technology. The victims of such disenfranchisement
have generally been members of minority groups, women, amd poor

students.'s

Teachers and others concerned with curriculum decision
making -- must begin to engage in serious discourse regarding the
ideology, content, and values that will become the hallmark of the
emerging cturiculum reform era. Debate regarding science curriculum

reform should focus upon:

What (whose knowledge) counts as a legitimate science

education?

What should students know and be able to do?

How should that knowledge be organizedfor purposes
of instruction?

Answers to the above questions will influence many other decisions.
It is virtually impossible to consider how instruction should occurand
what should be assessed prior to deliberating the nature of the
curriculum. In essence, "No matter how well something is taught, if
it is not worth teaching, it's not worth teaching well."

Since the present reform agenda challenges many of the
traditional values of schooling and teacher education, we urge you,
the prospective contributor to reform research, to imbed the perspective
of history within your inquiry. Your discussion of present issues and
the concomitant extrapolation of such issues to the future will be
enriched by history. We also urge you to seriously address the issue
of whose knowledge is of most worth. We ask that you rationalize
your response to this critical issue with each and every curricular
decision that you make or investigate. The present reform should not
perpetuate the class, race, and gender inequities of the past. The
successful reform of science education ought to contribute to an
emerging culture of science.

9
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Research in Science Education Needs

Science education has a long and important history. As a field
of scholarly endeavor, however, science education is relativelyyoung.
Early resmch studies of importance were often conducted by
educational psychologists. Throughout the first half of the 20th
century, most psycho-educational inquiry focused on issues or topics
that largely excluded subject matter. Educational psychologists
merely expected significant findings to be applied in the context of
teaching and learning in each of the disciplines. During this period,
most science educators focused their efforts on teacher education.
Their writing was typically restricted to textbooks and instructional
materials.

When science educators did engage in research, their inquiry
was often premised on a concern for more effective science teaching.
Effectiveness was measured in terms of increased studentperfonnance
on predetermined variables of interest. The dominant research
methodology was the agrarian statistical model; little distinction was
made between investigating the effects of the amount of fertilizer per
acre to maximize yields and profits vs. whether the kinds of questions
that teachers ask influence students' understanding ofscience. Studies
often lacked a theoretical rationale or framework. Seldom did science
educators contribute to the generation of theory. These early, small-
scale investigations were conducted in isolation, with limited resources,
and without the benefit of collaborative inquiry or collegial critique.

Beyond the wildest dreams of most science educators, their
role and image changed almost overnight with the passage of the
National Science Foundation Act (NSF) of 1950. The NSF-funded
curriculum development projects of the late 1950s through the early
1970s ushered in numerous research opportunities. Despite massive
government funds for curriculum development and implementation,
minimal research was conducted. Many critical research questions
were never asked. Almost all research on curriculum reform was
conducted by individual investigators often as dissertations.
Adherence to the adopted agricultural research methodologies
persisted. The research initiatives could be characterized as: small-
scale, one-shot investigations, without subsequent follow-up.

Today, the science education research community generates
nearly 500 manuscripts per year. Researchers embrace the full range
of methodologies qualitative" and quantitative to address both
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basic and applied questions. While several research themes have
emerged over the past decade as a result of interdisciplinary work,23

most investigators focus their inquiry on topics within such diverse
areas as: the nature of learning; the process of teaching; learner and/

or teacher characteristics; the assessment of students, teachers,
curriculum, or instruction; and teacher education.

The landscape of primary research is punctuated each year by

a few research syntheses or summaries. Occasionally, studies
complement or build on one another enabling the emergence of a new

perspective with the potential for far-reaching implications (e.g., the
growing consensus about the nature of the learner). More often than

not, though, published studies fail to impact the community of
researchers, practitioners, teacher educators, or policy analysts/
decision-makers. Researchers often express frustration at the lack of

substantive impact of their efforts.

Why does so much effort result in such little apparent
benefit?

First, most research in science education bears little relevance
to the context of the lived experiences of teachers and students.
Researchers have paid little attention to the historical, cultural, social,

economic, and political aspects of schooling. It should not be
surprising, then, when isolated instances of significant differences in
highly connolled "laboratory environments" are not translated into
practice. More research, in and of itself, is not needed to improve the
condition of science education. Rather, attention must be paid to the
wider socio-cultural, economic, and political contexts in whichschools
function. Second, historically, it has been difficult for researchers to
engage in substantive educational reform. Most science education
research produces knowledge in the context of a system clinging to
tradition.22 The production of knowledge in such a context perpetuates
the social, economic, and political ideologies of the dominant culture
and fails to contribute to a vision of social transfonnation.23

Can research in science education contribute to the process of
reform and social transformation, thereby enhancing science teaching
and learning? In our view, research in science education is a central
component of achieving sustainable reform. The NSTA Theme Paper
on The Role of Research in Science Teaching declares that "research
should guide and inform policy formation and decision-making
regarding science teaching" and recommends that "a more reasoned
and reasonable approach to cunicular, instructional, and evaluative

21
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decisions must be undertaken."24 Thus, there is a critical need for the
science education community researchers, practitioners, policy
makers to consmict a comprehensive image of the purposes to be
served by reform. This image must be intellectually honest and
pedagogically valid.

A Formidable Challenge

Science education research has come a long way OYU the past
twenty-five years. It has not yet gained the credibility to make a
difference in practice, though. Researchers must attend to the critical
issues associated with the process of educational reform in general,
and science curriculum reform in particular. The science education
community must acknowledge that the reform ofresearch in science
education is as imperative as science curriculum reform.

We stated earlier that a sound theoretical framework must
underpin the systemic inquiry of science curriculum reform. The
issues and questions that have been raised in this section are an
essential component of such a framework. Science educators must
respond to a formidable challenge:

Can we find a collective voice that speaks to the issues
of sustainable reform?
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Understanding Curriculum Reform

A majority of the world's countries have experienced reforms
or revisions of their science curricula since the 1960s. The influenre
of these efforts has varied. Frequently, success has been less than
what was desired. Presently, there is renewed interest and willingness
to improve science education.25

The international quest to reform science education is
inspired by:

* a new view of curriculum,

* an emerging consensus regarding the nature of the learner
and the process of teaching, and

* a new image of the role of the teacher.

Reform.Reform.Reform!

Today's priority must be to stimulate creative thought about
tomorrow's science curriculum. Even if the reforms of the past had
accomplished all of their goals, curricul um relcwal would be necessary
to address current issues and concerns. The critical issues and
questions of science curriculum reform must be debated in the context
of an adequate understanding of the cutting-edge developments in
research on teaching and learning.

Reforming science education will be a difficult and lengthy
process. It must involve all parties interested in improving schools
e.g., teachers, learners, administrators, researchers, curriculum
developers, test developers, state and local boards of education,
parents and community members, policy makers, professional
organizations, and the colleges and universities that prepare future
teachers.

How can reform occur when there appears to be such
inertia in the system at all levels?
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We contend that the apparent inertia is, in part, a product of the
"reform initiatives" that have been imposed upon schools by policy
makers and legislatures. The ever-changing, quick-fix, technical
approach to resolving the non-technical issues of schooling fosters
confusion and inaction. The prevailing focus on achievement,
assessment, and accountability has neither identified the problems of
schooling, nor offered solutions that are pedagogically valid.

Different stakeholders will always possess varying notions
regarding the nature and severity of curre at problems and how to best
resolve them. Ideally, enhanced communication among the
stakeholders will lead to negotiation and consensual agreement on
the issues to be rtsolved and the action to be undertaken. All
stakeholders should be concerned by the fact that reforms seldom
substantially alter the regularities of schooling.

Why do so few reforms aimed at the classroom make
it past the door permanently?

What have we learnedfrom research associated with
past curriculum reform efforts?

We wish to respond to these questions by offering four
principles.26 First, the process of curriculum reform should be
investigated. The literature does not reflect the richness of past
experiences. In particular, knowledge of the experiences of teachers
and others most closely associated with the process of reform is
almost non-existent. The following questions are asked frequently:

Are there important processes and factors related to
the implementation and institutionalization ofreform
initiatives?

What are the encouragements, constraints, ideas, and
outcomes that might apply to new reform initiatives?

Are there essential attributes of systemic reform?
What is the nature of the support system that is
necessary for sustaining reform? What is necessary
to ensure that the kinds of commitments requisitefor
success are forthcoming?

The prevailing focus on achievement,
assessment, and accountability has
neither identified the problems of
schooling, nor offered solutions that
are pedagogically valid.
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Are there common frnpedirnents and constraints to
change? If so, what are possible solutions to such
impediments and constraints?

What strategies promote collegiality among teachers,
administrators, researchers, science educators,
scientists,andothers interested in curriculum reform?
What factors isolate and prevent teachers from
working collegially and how can these be overcome?

What is the role of staff development in the process of

reform?

What is the correlation between the idealized
curriculum and the taught curriculum?

These ax all questions that impact upon the process of reform.
Unfortunately, information regarding the process of change is seldom

reported. The literature reveals a critical need for enhanced
communication and collaboration among reform participants and
researchers. Participants in reform projects must become, and see
themselves becoming, actively involved in the planning, acting,
observing, and reflecting stages of curriculum reform. Inquiry

regarding the process of curriculum reform should be aimed toward
improving local educational situations, yet reported in the literature

to facilitate reform in other locales.

Second, research should be for educational reform, not
about educational reform; it should unify not separate the
work of educational theorizing and practice. In this sense, the
process of reform should be collaborative and participatory. The
collaborative action research model brings together teachers,
researchers, staff developers, and others interested in the reform
process for the purpose of improving practice. Its goal is to empower
teachers to become self-reflective researchers, that is, practitioners
who can examine their own practice critically. Through the process
of investigating and reflecting, teachers become more flexible in their
thinking, more receptive to new ideas, and more adept at converting
a problematic situation into a problem to be resolved. Collaborative
action research also enables teachers to clarify, modify, and elaborate
the theories that inform their instruction. Thus, it offers a method for
testing and improving educational practices.
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Third, research should contribute to improving curriculum,
instruction, and assessment. In order for improvement to occur,
teachers must be actively involved in the planning, acting, observing,
and reflecting stages of reform research. After all, improved practice
is not the end, improved understanding of each phase of the reform
project and how it contributes to transforming schools and classrooms
is desired. Previously, researchers focused almost exclusively upon
quantifying the outcome of instructional innovations, such as: discovery
learning, mastery learning, cooperative learning, the use of extended
thought questions, or wait-time. "Amid the eagerness to improve
instruction, too little attention has been paid to deciding which subject
matter the impmved instruction should help students achieve. This is
folly. The best teaching methods cannot possibly overcome a weak
curriculum. Brilliant instruction about irrelevant content should not
impress anyone."v Research should focus on the entire process of
curriculum reform. Our understanding of science teaching and
learning will be enhanced by practitioners and researchers theorizing,
planning, conducting, and interpreting research that is pedagogically
relevant.

Fourth, science curriculum reform and curriculum reform
research should traneorm schools andclassrooms. There is evidence
to suggest that reforms recur because they are never intended to do just
that transform schools and classroom& Reforms rarely get adopted
as policy. Most get implemented in word, rather than deed. Often
only the symbols of reform appear in classrooms: new tests, different
rules, revised curriculum guides, and new equipment or computers.
"Seldom ate the deepest structures of schooling that are embedded in
the school's use of time and space, teaching practices, and classroom
routines fundamentally altered even at those historical moments when
reforms seek those alterations as the goal."'"

In our zeal to reform, we must be mindful that the purpose of
reform is to take action upon concerns or problems. Thus, we must
start with the problem, not the innovation. There should be a
connection between the problem and the context in which we will
attend to the situation. We must adopt the long-term rather than quick-
fix approach to curriculum reform. We must be more interested in
problem setting and resolution, reflection and action, and
communication and collaboration vs. innovation for the sake of
innovation, technical cures for non-technical dilemmas, and individual
one-shot investigations.

Our understanding ofscience teaching
and learning will be enhanced by
practitioners and researchers
theorizing, planning, conducting, and
interpreting research that is
pedagogkally relevant.
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Science curriculum reform and research associated with the
process of reform require synergistic interaction among each of the
stakeholders. These goups must be concerned participants in order
for such cultural reform to occur. Further, such reform will not occur
unless those involved in the process "own it." If reform means
transforming schools and classrooms, then it must be guided by an
understanding of the process of change and a vision of the future.

The Process of Reform

Ironically, perhaps the most enigmatic expression of the
1980s was "curriculum reform." The rhetoric associated with the call
for reform disregarded many fundamental questions, for example:

What is curriculum reform? When, where, and how
does reform begin? What factors influence a
willingness to engage in reform? What are the roles
and responsibilities of each of the stakeholders
associated with the reform process?

How are reform initiatives encultura:ed into the
process of schooling? What are the impediments to
reform, as well as the constraints upon the
implementation of a reformed curriculum? What
constitutes reasonable measures of successful
curriculum reform? Is there a shared consensus
regarding the attributes of "success" among the
various stakeholders?

The above questions should be deliberated throughout the reform
process, that is, in the context of the development, implementation,
and assessment of science curriculum reform initiatives.

Change in schools requires leadership, staff development,
changes in the organizational structure, and the involvement of
people from all aspects of the educational system. These components
must work in concert and be adapted and revised throughout the
various phases of implementation.29 Throughout the process of
reform, teachers will need to construct collegial ties within and
beyond the school, as well as assume leadership roles associated with
the process of reform and professional renewal.
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Since the purpose of reform is to change the present curriculum,
prior questions must also be addressed, such as:

What is happening in the present science curriculum
and why is it happening?

What change is desired and why?

W hat is the research base upon which major reform
initiatives are premised?

These questions are often ignored in the literature. There is little
evidence to indicate that they are not similarly ignored in the process
of reform! How can research on curriculum reform proceed Or there
is no stated rationale for the reform? Is the reform process and the
research on reform really transpiring against a backdrop of non-
existent knowledge? Are schools and teachers really being asked to
change without any knowledge ofwhatpresently occurs in classrooms?
Could conclusions and interpretations from such studiesbe warranted?
Adequate reference to the present status and desired state will comprise
a grounded theory, the viability of which can be investigated and
elaborated upon in a wide range of contexts.

The process of curriculum reform is dynamic and often occurs
in stages, over long periods of time. The questions above should be
systematically addressed in the initial stages of reform. These issues
should be monitored throughout the reform process. The information
gathered and lessons learned early in the project should guide
decision making in later stages. If initial plans ire modified to address
encouragements or constraints, then the modes of resolution should
be described thoroughly. Lessons learned in the reform process ought
to be used both to modify the present reform process and facilitate
future reform efforts in other locations.

Rethinking Curriculum Research and Practice

What is science curriculum? We have viewed a curriculum in
terms of the culture in which it is embedded. Thus, a curriculum
consists of the practices, customs, beliefs, metaphors, and values of
teachers, students, administrators, and others who are directly or
indirectly involved in science education. This culturally orientated

We have viewed a curricultun in terms
of the culture in which it is embedded.
A curriculumconsists ofthe practices,
cu.uoms,beliefi,metaphors.andvalues
of teachers, students, administrators
and others who are directly or
indirectly involved in science
education.
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perspective on science curriculum invites new questions and alludes
to many of the problems that have faced educators in the past.

What are the values, images, customs, and practices
associated with traditional approaches to the teaching
and learning of science?

What are the prevailing personal epistemologies of
teachers and students and how do these compare with
the epistemologies embedded in routine practices?

Whatfactors influence the selection of content and the
activities used to promote learning of science?

If the quality of science education piograms is to be improved,
then it is essential that the tried and tested approaches to research and
practice be queried. With respect to practice, it is necessary to
understand the processes involved in teacher change and school
change. And with respect to research methodology, it is essential that
simplistic program comparisons be replaced by interpretive inquiry or
action research. It is not just a case of complementing quantitative
with qualitative data, of using a mix of qualitative and quantitative
methodologies, or of doing qualitative inquiry as a prelude to "more

Research ought to have the potential representative" quantitative studies. We need to be asking and
to influence practice, answering questions that are not amenable to traditional research

methods. An interpretive or critical approach incorporating a
constructivist epistemology will enable different questions to be
addressed and different solutions to be obtained. It is anticipated that
the answers to such questions will be more readily assessable to
teachers and others involved in science curriculum reform. Thus, the
research ought to have the potential to influence practice.

Two theoretical frameworks appeal as being suitable for
research on science curriculum. The first is "radical constructivism.'°
The second is the theory of "knowledge constitutive interests.''

Radical Constructivism. Analyses of teachers' thoughts and
practices can be based on images, metaphors, beliefs and values
considered from a constructivist perspective. There is evidence to
suggest that metaphors and imagery influence how teachers think and
talk about teaching and what they do in the classroom." When
teachers act in the classroom they do what makes sense to them given
the circumstances. What has worked in the past and seems likely to
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be effective in a given context are criteria that guide a teacher's
selection of appopriate practices. Decision-making usually is not
conscious and certainly is not focused on each of the myriad behaviors
that comprise the various roles to be adopted in any lesson.

Epistemological theories which have had a strong influence
on how teachers guide learning in their classrooms have been
historically based on an empiricist philosophy, an idea that knowledge
is "out there" in the world and has only to be accessed by the senses
in order to be transferred to the learner. According to this philosophy,
one needs to be objective in order to match observations with an
external and accessible reality. Traditional teaching and learning
strategies in science have developed from objectivist assumptions
about knowledge and incorporate a conduit metaphor whereby
knowledge is piped from the teacher to students. Concern is directed
towards the pursuit of learning truths about the universe in which we
five.

Learning strategies based on a constructivist epistemology
acknowledge the subjectivity of observation. What we see is an
interpretation of our experiences based on what we know. Knowledge
is not regarded as being out there. On the contrary, knowledge is
found in the minds and bodies of cognizant beings." Within a
constructivist framework, learning is defined as the construction of
knowledge by individuals as sensory data are given meaning in terms
of prior knowledge. Learning is an interpretive process which
involves constructions of individuals and social collaboration.

Interpraing the data on classroom practices in the light of a
constructivist view of learning leads us to assert that teachers make
sense of their roles in the teaching-learning process by constructing
pedagogical knowledge that "fits" the context of the classroom
environment. However, teachers believe they are constrained to
implement the curriculum hi a traditional manner. Through interactions
with peers and students they construct beliefs about the nature of
knowledge, how students learn, and what strategies may best be
applied in a given teaching-learning environment. Since teachers
believe constraints to be "true" it is not surprising they allow their
beliefs to influence their classroom practices. Consequently, even
when changes in classroom practices are desired, certain beliefs held
by teachers (i.e., constraints) act to prevent the changes being put into
effect. Additional questions of interest, then, are:

Interpreting the data on classroom
practices in the light ofaconstructivist
view of learning leads us to assert that
teachers make sense of their roles in
the teaching-learning process by
constructing pedagogical knowledge
that "fits" the context ofthe classroom
environment.
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What changes in the science curriculum as a teacher' s
personal epistemology changes from realism to
consmictivism?

What changes occur (i.e., in the images, metaphors,
beliefs, customs , practices, andperceivedconstraints)
when teachers endeavor to implement a constructivist
curriculum?

Knowledge Constitutive Interests. Habermas identified

three basic cognitive interests: technical,practical, and emancipatory.
Persons guided by technical interests have a basic orientation towards
controlling and managing the environment Control is achieved
through rule-following actions based upon empirically grounded
laws. A primary concern is with the product or outcome of the
curriculum. In the school context, technicists identify these laws as
legislated mandates, curriculum guides, and/or standardized tests.
Realism is the epistemology that most often underlies technical
intexests and the metaphor associated with schools that emphasize
technical interests is "school as work place." In contrast, practical
interests have a basic orientation in the form of interpretive
understanding, which can inform and guide judgetnent Negotiation
and consensus making are important componentsof practical interests.
A curriculum with an emphasis on practical interests is often based

on constructivism and emphasizes learning with understanding. The
metaphor that pervades schools in which practical interests
predominate is the "school as learning place." Emancipatory interests
lie in empowerment, which allows individuals or groups to engage
in autonomous action that emphasize reflection and deliberative
actions. Teachers and students are empowered to take control of their
practices and thoughts in autonomous and responsible ways. The
knowledge and science represented by each of these interests can be
represented in the following way:

Interest

Technical

Practical

Emancipatory

Knowledge

Instrumental (causal
explanation)

Practical
(understanding)

Emancipatory
(reflection)

Science

Empirical-analytic or
natural sciences

Hermeneutic or
interpretive' sciences

Critical sciences
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tandard Settingys. Standardized

In the context of establishing a research agenda, we previously
emphasized that science curriculum reform is necessary to ensure that
all students develop the scientific and technological literacy for self-
and social-empowerment. Further, we urged science educators to
find a collective voice oriented toward the issues of sustainable
reform.

The standards presently espoused by textbook publishers, test
developers, and policy makers contrast sharply with: a) current
insights regarding the process of teaching and learning; b) the
recognized failure of norm-referenced tests to measure student
understandings, interpretations, higher-order thinking skills, and use
of science process sldlls; and c) the realization that teachers must be
actively involved in shaping the purposes and conditions of schooling.
This disparity is attributable to the failure of science educators and
teachers to claim a voice in the reform process. Science educators, in
collaboration with teachers, must been to exert a controlling influence
over the pedagogy that should be transpiring in schools. Students
should not have to wonder when school will offer something interesting,
relevant, and challenging. The process of reform must ensure that
important knowledge is sequenced appropriately and that each
student is engaged in meaningful learning every day. Science
curriculum reform should be standard setting, not standardized.

The rationale advocated herein for refonning science education
and investigating the critical issues of science curriculum reform
contrasts with popular notions in the United States. These notions
emerged with the publication ofANationatRisk and have influenced
dozens of education reports since 1983.34 The reform discourse has
been shrouded in an ideology preoccupied with international
competitiveness, national security, the preservation of an
ethnocentrized cultural polemic, the deprofessionalization and
deskilling of teachers via the adoption of "teacher-proof' curricula,
and the imposition of standardized testing." Rather than offering a
vision of empowerment, this ideology serves to disenfranchise and
alienate both learners and teachers.

Policy makers and legislatures have become obsessed with
having students in the United States achieve first on international
assessments of science and mathematics.36 This goal was initially
established by the National Science Board with a target date of 1995.31

:3 IC

Science educators, in collaboration
with teachers, must begin to exert a
controlling influence over the
pedagogy that should be transpiring in
schools. Students should not have to
wonder when school will offer
something interesting, relevant, and
challenging.
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Science educators, in collaboration with teachers,
must begin to exert a controllMg influence over the

pedagogy that should be transpiring in schools.

33
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Following the 1989 Education Summit, it was reaffirmed among the
six National Education Goals proclaimed for achievement by the year
2000:

"By the year 2000, US. students will be
first in the world in science and
mathematics achievement."

National Education Goal #4

From a technical point of view, Colorado's Governor Roy Romer,
chair of a National Governors' Association goals panel, acknowledges
that: "Some of these goals certainly are grandiose....The math and
science goal in particular is probably unreachable.'" We wish to
question any nation's preoccupation with such a goal from a
pedagogical point of view:

Why should students be " number one" on standardized
assessments that measure recall of narrowly-defined
facts and insignificant value-free content?

What is the rationale for such a shallow perspective to
the enormous task of curriculum reform?

Pressure to standardize curriculum, instruction, and assessment
blatantly disregards the contextual reality that was stressed previously
(while rationalizing a research agenda from four perspectives: science,
technology, and cultural needs; schooling needs; science education
needs; and research in science education needs). Standardization:

* limits the ability of teachers to engage in discussion
surrounding the notion of "what" and "whose"
knowledge is of most worth;

* controls what is taught and perpetuates the production of
"teacher-proof' curricula, which bypass and insult
teachers' intellectual and decision-making capabilities;
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* ensures an overemphasis on reading comprehension,
vocabulary acquisition, and the memorization of isolated
facts; concomitantly, there is a de-emphasis on doing
science;

* precludes the teachers need to focus on students' prior
knowledge of science, since the focus of instruction is
superficial coverage versus meaningful understanding;

* ensures that students do not come away from instruction
with a rich and useful understanding of science concepts;

* ensures that students are not afforded the opportunity to
investigate the practical, social, contextual, and political
dimensions of science; and

* perpetuates the disenfranchisenwnt of minorities,
women, and poor students, as well as their
undenepresentation in science- and technology-
oriented careers.

Poor instruction can be rationalized by policies that advocate
the decontextualized pursuit, capture, and regurgitation of trivia. In
fact, there is little need to alter the curriculum or instruction when the
benchmark of "reform" is how well students score on standardized
tests! This perspective to education views knowledge as an act of
transference and views good learners as those willing to spew back the
information intact without any critical thought, action, or reflection.
Paulo Freire refers to this nanow image of literacy as "banking
education." That is, learners are viewed as empty vessels into which
technicians deposit the right knowledge."

A Re-formed Curriculum

If we desire citizens who are creative, reflective, critical
thinkers, and problem solvers, then schools must enhance the ability
of all students to become active learners, capable of learning how to
learn. In a re-formed curriculum, teachers, parents, and others
concerned with the education of our youth would be empowered to
transform the lived experiences of the classroom, thereby affording
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students the opportunity to develop the modes of thinking to fully and
critically participate in a democratic community. In a re-formed
cuniculum, teachers would be afforded the time to share ideas with
colleagues, participate in professional development, and engage in
inquiry about teaching and learning. Teachers would be active,
reflective practitioners engaged in constructing a curriculum. In a re-
formed curriculum, researchers would collaborate with practitioners
to inform the process and influence practice.

Substantive and continuing educational improvement
will be difficult to achieve unless teachers begin to
play a greater role in identifying the key impediments
to progress in education and in figuring out how to do
something about them. The progress of meaningful
school reform will be killed until teachers emerge
from their marginal positions in the research
community and become full partners in the conception
and the conduct of educational inquiry.°

Science for All Americans accurately portrays the curricula in
science, noting it is overstuffed and undernourished.4' The "information
age" has made it increasingly difficult for teachers and students to
identify the science, mathematics, and technology that is truly essential.
Ironically, this is good news! We must finally confront the knowledge
explosion and recognize that the curriculum can not grow without
restraint. Schools can no longer be asked to teach more and more, but
must be asked to teach less so that it can be taught better. Equally as
important, the rigid boundaries between the disciplines must begin to
crumble so that students can experience the connections among
disciplines. "We now seem ready for a new round of curriculum
reform. This time the stimulus need not be the apparent want to
compete with a state that has launched a new era of space exploration,
but a recognition that all countries must cooperate to ensure that we
educate a scientifically and technologically literate citizenry."42

Curriculum, instruction, assessment, and research in science
education must be re-formed. The reform must be standard setting, it
must involve teachers in the process of advancing new research
policies and practices, and it must ensure that all students are the
benefactors of a re-fonned curriculum.

3 i;

Reform must be standard setting, it
must involve teachers in the process of
advancing new research policies and
practices, and it must ensure that all
students are the benefactors of a
re-formed curriculum.
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Two ambitious projects have the potential to serve as the
framework for exploring the critical issues and questions of science
curriculum reform. Both projects propose radical changes in the
nature, structure, and content of the science curriculum. Both projects
recognize that reform: a) must be comprehensive, and b) ought to
transpire amid an ambiance of collegiality and collaborarion. Further,
they agree on several important issues: a) scientific endeavor ought to
be presented as a social enterprise, thus emphasis should be placed on
human thought, action, depth of understanding, and the application of
science to personal and societal issues; b) learning strategies ought to
be based upon a constructivist epistemology; and c) reform must
ensure the scientific literacy of virtually all students.

Project 2061, sponsored by the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, is a three-phase plan of purposive and
sustained action focused upon the reform of education in science,
mathematics, and technology. Science for All Americans highlights
the understandings and habits of mind that all students should acquire
for scientific literacy.° The Project on Scope, Sequence, and
Coordination (SS&C), initiated by the National Science Teachers
Association, calls for the restructuring of science at the secondary
level. SS&C recommends that all students study science every year
for six years, and advocates carefully sequenced, well-coordinated
science instruction of all the sciences. As opposed to the traditional
"layer cake" curriculum, in which science is taught in year-long
discrete and compressed disciplines, SS&C advocates spacing the
study of each of the sciences spread out over several years."

In addition, current and forthcoming NSF material
development projects at the elementary and middle school level
reflect the spirit and substance of the call for reform. Several features
differentiate these projects from current programs and practices, for
example: a) conceptual schemes serve as content organizers;
b) technology, both as content and tool, is an innovation characterizing
the reform; c) fewer concepts are studied in greater depth; and
d) content and teaching methods are based upon assumptions about
children's learning.'"

Inquiry must ascertain whether the rhetoric of reform can
become the hallmark of scientific literacy. The following sections are

:17
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intended to complement the broader issues and questions discussed
previously.

Exploring Cultural and Contextual Factors

Implementing a trfortred curriculum requires an understanding
of schools as organizations. The cultural milieus in which science
teaching and learning occur must be considered. Particular attention
must be paid to the interactions among teachers, students, and the
curriculum within the broader, contextualized environment.

The educational process is embedded within levels of
classroom, school, and community cultures. A research agenda for
the implementation of a reformed science curriculum should include
questions about the influence of policy, values, beliefs, and
commitments at each level, as well as questions about the interactions
among these levels.

The Professional and Institutional Contexts. School and
classroom practice is influenced by federal, state, district, and school
policy. Textbook adoption and standardized testing policies may also
influence what transpires in classrooms. The following questions
represent the issues that might be investigated:

What are the key attributes of effective systemic
curriculwn reform? What is the role of the federal
andlor state government, school district andIor local
school in the process of curriculum reform? What is
the role of teachers, administrators, parents,
community organizations, and others interested in the
process of reform?

What is the function of the district' s science curriculum
committee? Howand to whomdoes the committee
make recommendations? How are recommendations
enacted?

What are the policies that will get any level of
government involved no more than it needs to be, but
as much as it ought to be, in order that teachers,
administrators, and others involved in the reform
process can accomplish their goals?

A research agenda for the
implementation ofa reformed science
curriculum should include questions
about the influence of policy, values,
beliefs, and commitments at each level,

as well as questions about the
interactions anwng these levels.
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What is the effect of reform initiatives in environments
that have "stringent" curricular mandates vs. "less
stringent" curricular mandates?

What are the criteria for assessing student
petformance? What are the desired student outcomes?
What is the effect of curricular reform upon student
paformance (e.g., achievement attitude, self- concept,

conceptualization of scientific concepts)?

If administered, what effect does the reform
implementation have upon standardized test scores?
What value is placed upon standardized test scores?

Does the reform of the science curriculum have any
impaa upon the other curricular areas?

The process of cutriculum reform varies widely. Reforms on
a large-scale basis may differ from sites that espouse school-based
management and local school curriculum decision-making.

How does the conceptualization and implementation
of curriculum reform differ in large-scale efforts vs. in
the context of school-based management?

Do teachers and administrators at different schools
vary in their participation, acceptance, or resistance
to reform initiatives? What are the specific
encouragements and constraints articulated by
stakeholders in each school? What characteristics
are common or unique to each participating school?

What are the issues andconcerns that must be addressed
during the planning phase? Do the issues and concerns
differ from school to school? What are the school-
based issues vs. district-level issues vs. state-level
issues?

What practical and logistical issues must schools
confront when major restructuring occurs (e.g.,
teacher course load and planning, scheduling,
availability of resources, staff development
opportunities)?

3 9
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Community and School Contexts. Community values often
influence instructional practice. The essence of a reformed science
curriculum may contrast with the public's conception of "science."
Open lines of communication should exist among parents, the
community-at-large, and the school community. Inquiry could focus
upon the nature of the school/community collaboration. Several
school/community questions are worthy of consideration:

How does the reform process assist parents and the
community-at-large in understanding the rationale
and intended outcomes of the reform? How are
members of the community able to contribute to the
process? How are students able to contribute to the
process?

What linguistic conventions, social contexts or
activities, and cultural models are there for everyday
science in families and communities of varioiu social
groups? How do these everyday conventions,
contexts, and culnires differ from those of formal
science? How might translations among them be
achieved?

How do we make visible the resources students bring
from home and the community to the science
classroom setting?

W hat is the parental degree of involvement in science
curriculum reform?

What are the parental perceptions of science and
technology? Is science and technology valued within
the culture?

What is the parental exposure to and use of existing
and emerging technologies? Does the variability of
parental exposure to, and use of , technology within
the home environment inhibit the notion of equal
access to knowledge for some learners?

What practical and logistical problems do schools
encounter in the imulementation process (e.g.,
scheduling conflicts, lack of materials)?
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What school factors influence project outcomes (e.g.,
school size, location, demographics, available
resources, administrative support, background of
teaching staff)?

Does participation in out-of-school activities increase
in-school science participation and achievement?

Do ceP. Ain populations of students benefitmore from
curriculum reform than others (e.g., issues of gender,
racelethnicity, class, ability level)?

How can reform enhance the participation in science
of all students, especially students from traditionally
disenfranchised and underrepresented populations?

School and Classroom Contexts. The quality of science
insuuction can be influenced by numerous school-level environmental
factors (e.g., content selected, facilities, availability of resources and
matetials, management of materials, access to existing and emerging
technologies, instructional practices, scheduling of teacher time,
assessment protocols). Issues to consider are;

What is the nature and quality of communication and
collaboration among science teachers? Do science
teachers collaborate with ;eachers of other
disciplines? Is the science curriculum coordinated
with other disciplines? How do these issuescontribute
to or detract from student learning?

Do teachers possess a shared meaning of the goals of
the curriculum? Do they feel adequately prepared to
asswne the instructional responsibilities associated
with the reformed curriculum?

What are the personal, social, andior environmental
factors that either facilitate or inhibit students from
accomplishing the intended outcomes of the reform?

Are some sites more effective than others in
implementing the reform? What factors account for
such differences?
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Teaching-Learning Processes in the Classroom. The nature
and roles of teachers and students in the teaching-learning process
offer a fruitful area for investigation. Several questions were elicited
in the section entitled, "Rethinking Cuniculutn Researchand Practice."

Inquiry could also focus on:

What are the shifts in meanings that are constructed
and the evolution of students' understanding of their
rights and obligations for participation in both the
academic and social task structures involvedin "doing
science?"46

What factors affect student outcomes?

Is the content appropriate for the learner? Does the
sequencing ofactivities reflect current learning theory?

Have students' understandings of science concepts,
the "connectedness" of such concepts, and the
applications of such concepts been enhanced as a
result of the project?

Do students' interests in and understandings of
science change as a result of the project?

Do students recognize the distinction between rote
and meaningful learning? How do changes in the
curriculum affect students' views of learning?

How does the breaking of content into taller chunks
and spreading them across time (spacing) affect
student outcomes?

How does the long-term instructional sequence that
proceeds from the phenomenological to the empirical
to the theoretical affect students' understandings of
science?

How does instruction that focuses on fewer ideas in
greater depth (the "less is more" notion) affect
students' understandings of science?
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Does the instructional environment facilitate the
opportunity for every learner to construct meaningful
learning?

How do teachers adapt instructional innovations?
What teacher attitudinal and behavioral changes
occur over time during an implementation process?
What effect does teacher change have upon: their own
perception of science teaching; their colleagues'
perception of teaching; administrators' views of the
science curriculum and instruction; and the
expectations of parents and learners?

In what ways can the tools of technology enhance
instruction?rl What is the pedagogical rationale for
utilizing these tools?

The framework offered for generating questions about the
impact of cultural and contextual factors on the implementation of a
science curriculum reform project should be interpreted as a beginning
point. We encourage thought, deliberation, refinement, and inquiry.

Exploring Implementation

What are the policies and practices that affect the
implementation phase of a curriculum reform project? This section is
composed of a series of research questions followed by a brief
discussion.

What are the constraints on the implementation of the various
science curriculum reforms? What are some possible means of
reducing the impact of these constraints? Constraints may vary
considerably from one reform to another. There may be some
common constraints and impediments endemic to the nature and
process of reform. Understanding such constraints and impediments
to reform could be of great value both in the implementation process
and in the establishment of implementation policies.

To what extent are the intended curriculum reforms
implemented? One of the common deficiencies of past studies of
curricular change has been to measure the effects of intended changes
without ascertaining whether the intended changes actually were in
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place. As a result, outcomes or lack of outcomes often have
been attributed to changes that never took place, or to changes that
differed from those claimed. The documentation of curriculum
reform projects must give high priority to answering this question,
otherwise the answers given to other questions may be seriously off
target.

To what extent are there variations in the implementation of
a reform across sites? What are the variables that are the most
closely related to these variations? Variations in the implementation
of a reform across sites are among the most promising areas of study.
In particular, they arc of interest when information can be acquired
about the variables most closely related to these variations. Studies
of this nature offer the opportunity to increase our understanding of
the advantages and limitations of reform.

What approaches to school restructuring and teacher
empowerment are most effective in implementing the desired science
curriculum reforms? There are many indications that substantial
curriculum change is unlikely to occur independently of changes in
the social context of schooling. Given this potential association of
curricular change and contextual change, it is important to give major
consideration to the change processes occurring within the schools
and their connection to curricular change. Issues associated with
teacher empowerment in the context of curriculum reform and action
research have been discussed previously.

How should science curriculum development, especially at
the elementary level, respond to current educational movements in
other areas of the curriculum (e.g., the whole language approach)?
Reform in other curricular areas has the potential of enhancing
science. For example, the increasingly popular whole language
approach, with its decreased emphasis on facts and drill, has the
potential of leading to less emphasis on narrowly-defined paper-and-
pencil tests. Ideally, this could serve as a stimulus for integrated
programs of instruction in which good activity-based science
instruction might ensue. On the other hand, the result may well be
more reading about science and less time devoted to science activities.
Sttidies should aim at understanding how comprehensive restructuring
and reform can facilitate the needs of each of the disciplines. Research
could similarly focus on efforts to address interdisciplinary
curriculum design and implementation."

1 1

Substantial curriculum change
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To what extent do educational leaders' and practitioners'
conceptions ofthe nature of science, schools, teaching, and curriculum
constrain possible reforms? People's views of the goals of science
education, their ideas about how students learn, and their views of
science and its role in our society are among those perspectives
profoundly influencing what reforms they favor and the manner in
which they are willing to see them implemented. Understanding the
convictions as well as concerns of the various personnel involved
especially teachers is important for determining what reforms are
feasible and how best to go about initiating and sustaining such
changes.

To what extent are classroom aspects, such as the following,
changed as a result of reforms: classroom social environments, the
means of monitoring and responding to suident understanding,
academic tasks, and teaching strategies? Understanding the impact
of reforms on a wide variety of variables not just student learning

is essential to assessing their potential for change and the
circumstances under which they can be initiated successfully. The
impacts potentially are large; a curricular change has the potential of
influencing many variables in a given situation.

Successfully implementing curricular change is not easy.
Understanding the process better should increase the potential of
successfully maldng the intended changes. Answers to the above
questions would go a long way in providing understanding.

Exploring the Impact

Fundamental questions about curriculum reform concern
impact and effectiveness. Proponents and potential implementers of
reforms will want to know whether the reforms achieved their stated
goals. Unintended or unexpected out.comes may also be of interest.
Three broad, organizing questions serve as the focus for inquiry
regarding the impact and effectiveness of curriculum reform:

What are the effects of reform initiatives on students?

What are the effects of reform initiatives on teachers?

What factors moderate the effects of reform?
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What are the Effects of Reform Initiatives onStudents? A
large number of very detailed questions can be imagined that would

tap different aspects of the effects or outcomes of curriculum reform.
Two critical outcomes to be considered are students' understandings

of science in the bmadest sense and attitudes towards science.

Two bodies of research can help us develop much more
sophisticated images of what it means for a student to understand

something scientifically. First, ideas about cognitive science or
conceptual change in science learning. Second, research focusing on
how people learn, as well as how they use language as they participate

in the activities of communities.°

Innovative assessment must also be an integral part of
curriculum reform. This statement does not conflict with our previous
discussion on standardized assessment. New forms of assessment
technology ought to derive from recent theory and research in
cognitive and motivational psychology. They should be applied to
effective learning environments. Dynamic assessment should be
designed to evaluate students' potential for change by assessing
process rather than product." "Research might take the lead in the
reform of indicators of science achievement. Researchers, in
partnership with practitioners, need to build a new knowledge base
and a new technology for achievement in science.'1'

What are the Effects of Reform Initiatives on Teachers?
As teachers implement a reformed curriculum, they will be affected
by the curriculum as well. Questions of interest are:

What is the impact on teachers' activities and
behaviors in the classroom and beyond?

How do teachers collaborate to achieve the bridging
and coordination between subject-matter areas that
are desired? What strategies do teachers introduce
to help strengthen these connections?

How do teachers use materials to facilitate student
learning and student involvement in learning?

What changes can be expected in strategies and
material usage when teachers implement the
curriculum?
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Another area of impact will be upon the beliefs and attitudes
of teachers about their practice, their students, and the subject matter.

How will teachers feel about developing, planning,
and implementing a curriculum which involves
extensive cooperation among teachers (and
administrators)?

How will the introduction of reform affect teachers'
motivation and satisfaction with their practice? Do
teachers envision reform as providing mostly
opportunities, or as presenting problems?

Teachers' attitudes towards their students may change as
students become more active in their own learning and begin to make
connections across science subject-matter areas. Teachers' responses
to the changes in their students may vary according to characteristics
of the teachers themselves. For instance, teachers who feel competent
to deal with topics at the boundaries of their subject-matter areas may
be pleased with student initiative, while less confident teachers may
feel threatened. Finally, it will be important to note the extentto which
teachers encourage active participation in science for all students.

What Factors Moderate the Effects of Reform?
Understanding what individual and group differences act to enhance
(or reduce) the effectiveness of science instruction should be a main
goal of research on this question.

Gender, ethnicity, and class ,Latusare three variables that bear
investigation in any research on moderators of curriculum effects. In
science education these are particularly important variables to study
because of the current patterns of participation in science- and
technology-oriented careers. An overt goal of every major science
reform initiative is to promote more interest and persistence in science
by all students. Thus, gender, ethnicity, and class are important
moderator variables to investigate.

The Foreseeable Future

Science education must become more responsive to personal,
societal, and cultural needs. Reform and restructuring will be the way
of life for the foreseeable future. Presently, a great deal of progress is

4 7
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being made in combining technological advances with insights into
science learning and science instruction. Reform will ultimately
involve a redefinition of the roles of teachers, researchers,
technology, textbooks, and other influences associated with the
process of schooling.' New infrastructures organizational and

technological will be necessary to support the process of chant', in

science education.

The science education community must ensue that students
recei,.e the best science education that can be offered. Ensuring
congruence between what is needed and what is offered can be
accomplished through adherence to policies that are research supported.
In addition to ensuring that all students develop scientific literacy, to
enable full and active participation as citizens in a democratic society,
we must begin to attract students to careers in science and technology,
as well. Enhancing students' interest and participation in science and
technology will require broad-based community initiatives in concert
with appropriate educational interventions. Enhancing scientific and
technological literacy and career awareness is as much a socio-
cultural and political issue as it is an educational issue.

45
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Recommendations

Science educators have been searching for the wonder drug for
over twenty-five years. At one time or another, the search has focused
upon: the curriculum ... the instructional strategy ... the teacher ... the
learner the technology ... the research study that would solve the
pressing issues of the day. The search has typically involved a single
investigator who: isolates one variable at a time in a controlled
"laboratory" envimnment oversimplifies the variable for the purpose
of inquiry; and celebrates victory at the discovery of a new significant
difference. The isolation of variables has isolated researchers from
the rest of the world. The quick, one-shot approach to research
contrasts with emerging curricular notions of depth vs. breadth and
long-term coordination vs. isolated knowledge. The personal
celebrations of victory are at odds with the recognized hallmarks of
reform collaboration and communication.

We must construct a comprehensive. Why have efforts to improve science teaching through research
intellectually honest, and typically failed? Inquiry and debate have not addressed the issues of
pedagogically valid image of reform, sustainable reform: the process of change the culture of schools

the context of classrooms the content of the anriculum." Curriculum,
instruction, assessment, and research in science education must be re-
formed. We must construct a comprehensive, intellectually honest,
and pedagogically valid image of reform. This trierging image must:

* ensure that citizens develop scientific and technological
literacy for self- and social-empowerment;

* address the wider socio-cultural, economic, and political
contexts in which schooling transpires; and

* ensure that scientific literacy for all means just that
literacy for all.

We set out to identify the critical issues and questions of
science curriculum reform. We offer the following recommendations:

Long-term, comprehensive research projects must be
initiated. These projects ought to focus on both the process
and impact of reform. These projects should encourage the
creation of research networks. Projects of this nature have the
potential to: ensure that a sound theoretical framework
underpins the systemic inquiry of science curriculum reform;
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improve the quality of research; and contribute to sustainable

reform.

2. Communication and collaboration must be valued. Our
understanding of science teaching and learning will be
enhanced by practitioners and researchers theorizing,
planning, conducting, and interpreting research that is

pedagogically valid. Enhanced communication and
cor aboration should inform the process and influence practice.

3. The reform of schools and teacher education must be in
harmony. The reform of schooling requires nothing less than
the transformation of the way prospective teachers are
educated.'

4. Novel and practical ways to share experiences of
curriculum reform research must be identified. Few
research reports are read by the people for whom the reports
could have the greatest implications teachers administrators,
policy makers, and curriculum material developers. An
effective program of research related to curriculum reform
will require an equally effective system for sharing what is
learned. Non-traditional avenues and forms of reporting
research must be explored.

Can we learn to become conscious of the issues that face us
collectively? In order to do so, we must become new-minded." Our
comprehension of issues, problems, and problem resolution must be
viewed from the long-term vs. short-term perspective. People's ideas
are not as fixed as commonly thought. Thus, our chancesof becoming
new-minded and successfully confronting the formidable challenges
before us are greatly enhanced.
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